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Abstract
We explore to what degree an existing textual coreference resolution tools can be applied to visual dialogue data. The analysis of error of the coreference system (i) demonstrates the extent to which such data differs from the written document texts that these tools are typically applied on; (ii) informs about the relation between information expressed in language and vision; and (iii) suggests further directions in which coreference tools should be adapted for visual dialogue.

1 Introduction and Related Work

“Situated” dialogue involves language and vision. An important aspect of processing situated dialogue is to resolve the reference of linguistic expressions. The challenging aspect is that descriptions are local to the current dialogue and visual context of the conversation (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) and that not all information is expressed linguistically as a lot of meaning can be recovered from the joint visual and dialogue attention. Coreference resolution has been studied and modelled extensively in the textual domain where the scope of the processing coreference is within a document. Robust coreference resolution for dialogue systems is a very much needed task. The aim of this paper is to provide a preliminary investigation of to what degree an existing off-the-shelf textual coreference resolution tool can be used in the domain of the visual dialogue.

2 Data Processing

The dataset We take the English subsection of the Cups corpus (Dobnik et al., 2015) which consists of two dialogues between two participants with 598 turns in total. The goal of this corpus is to sample how participants would refer to things in a conversation over a visual scene. A virtual scene involving a table and cups has been designed in with a 3-d modelling software (Figure 1). Some cups have been removed from each participant’s view and the participants are instructed to discuss over a computer terminal in order to find the cups that each does not see. The task therefore resembles the Map Task (Anderson et al., 1984, 1991).

Annotation In this pilot study two annotators additionally annotated the first 100 turns of the GU-EN-P1 dialogue for coreference chains. The annotation follows the CoNLL format with the last column containing the coreference chains (Pradhan et al., 2011). Each chain is assigned a number id, where the first and the last tokens of a mention within the chain are identified with opening and closing brackets, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this example, the mentions ‘cups and containers’, ‘some white’, ‘some red’, ‘some yellow’, and ‘some blue’, all belong to the same chain.
This is the standard scheme used on textual data consisting of documents, but presents two challenges for annotation: (i) in the dialogue data descriptions are made by two conversational participants in turns from their own point of view hence pronouns ‘I’ and ‘you’ as well as spatial descriptions such as ‘from my view’ will have a different referent depending on the speaker; and (ii) a description ‘the red cup’ does not have a unique referent through the dialogue but this changes depending on the previous dialogue states and the focus on the scene. Hence, the annotators also used a visual representation of the scene and descriptions were identified as belonging to the same coreference chain only if they were referring to the same physical object. We assigned fixed ids to all existing objects in the scene (the cups and the table), person A and B, ‘Katie’ and the table as well as frequently used parts of the scene such as B’s-left, Katie’s-right. Dialogue participants also dynamically create ‘objects’ throughout the conversation that they are later referred to as normal objects, e.g. ‘the empty space in front of you’, ‘my white ones (cups)’. For these, annotators introduced additional ids and their approximate location was marked in the representation of the scene.

2.1 Results

We run the annotated data through both the sieve-based and statistical systems from the CoreNLP distribution. Both yielded the exact same output, so our analysis does not distinguish between them.

The official coreference scorer commonly used in the domain searches for complete coreference links, and since the systems were unable to find any of the gold links in our data, the scorer produced appallingly negative results. A major cause behind this inability to identify the coreference chains accurately lies on the deictic nature of this particular type of dialogue text and the fact that it consists of speaker turns. For instance, the systems grouped all pronouns ‘I’ and ‘me’ into the same chain (and therefore the same entity) because they have identical forms which is a strong feature for assessing coreference in these systems. This problem affects basically all mentions that refer back to some description in a changing context such as ‘my left’ and ‘your left’.

Concerning the parser, a central element to these systems, we observed that the sentences boundaries were identified often correctly (162 versus 157 in the gold), meaning that almost every turn in the dialogue was identified as a sentence. Looking at the mentions, however, from 293 manually annotated mentions distributed over 43 entities, the systems were not able to identify any of them correctly. On the contrary, the systems proposed 88 mentions and 28 entities. Further investigation reveals that a major problem was the correct identification of the mention span. For instance, in one sentence, in the gold the mentions ‘left’ and ‘red mug’ were annotated, but the system identified the maximum spans ‘her left’ and ‘a red mug’ instead. We counted only 12 mention matches due to this problem, yielding a precision of 12 / 88 = 0.14 and a recall of 12 / 293 = 0.04.

3 Conclusions

The results of our pilot study show that at least the two coreference resolution systems tested cannot handle visual dialogue data. We expect that our annotations will help us create a data-driven coreference resolution system able to simultaneously model both the language and visual components of this dataset, similar to Kelleher (2006).
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